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Welcome! The new school year has proved to be a fantastic one so far, filled
with fun, discovery and laughter!
We’ve been getting to know each other and
make new friends!!! Our “Big Kids” in the
group have enjoyed the responsibility of
“teaching” our new friends the Yellow Group
Routines!

Our first theme focus was “Respect”, and
we discovered many different things. We
learned about ourselves, our friends and
how we can respect each other. Some of
these ways of showing respect are by using
Our new kids have settled in so well, and
adjusted to their new environment with ease. our listening ears, gentle hands, and kind
words....which we still practice every day!

The flower garden was a big hit in the yellow room. We planted seeds and watered them
every day, and after a few days we saw them grow into tall beanstalks! It was amazing to
learn that plants grow too – from a baby seed into a tall green plant! Just like us!

We have all gotten a little older. Oscar and Niels have turned 2! Sadie and Myra are
now 3!

Over the last few months we’ve also had some changes in our group, both with children
and teachers. We’ve recently welcomed Niels and Phuong to our class and already it
feels as though they’ve always been a part of the Yellow Group friends! We have said
goodbye to some of our “Big Kids” – Ana, Albert, Maxi and Yi-Chen - who have moved
upstairs to the Red Group.
We’ve also said goodbye to Ms Nikki who has returned to her family in South Africa.
We will miss you all very much! Meanwhile Ms Katy has also joined us as the new Yellow
Group teacher. We are all getting along very well!

Thank you very much to all the
parents for your support and
communication. It has been great
getting to know you all, and I
really love discovering new and
amazing things with your child!

Until the next time, we look forward to laughing, discovering, playing and
exploring!
Ms. Katy, Ms. Jasmin, and Ms. Trang

